Marked for Death
Hong Kong’s oldest street market will be demolished to
make way for four high-rise buildings in Central. We have
to act now to save it, write Winnie Yeung and Ophelia Lui.
As you would expect from the center of the city, Central is constantly
changing. It’s no surprise that parts of the area are sometimes redeveloped
and new buildings go up from time to time.
But this time is different. Opposite the skyscraper named The Center
on Queen’s Road are two little streets called Graham and Peel, home to
Hong Kong’s oldest wet market (and one of only ten remaining in the
city). For more than 150 years, this market – now with 130 stalls – has
been running day in, day out, providing fresh produce to chefs, amahs and
housewives in the area. It’s also a regular feature in Hong Kong marketing
campaigns, and a must-visit destination for tourists. In fact, the Tourism
Board maintains that Hong Kong’s open-air markets are the second mostvisited attraction in the city, just behind The Peak.
But now, just as it did with the Star Ferry Pier, the government will be
tearing down this valuable tourist attraction and historic area – with little
public input.
The Urban Renewal Authority (URA) announced earlier this year that
they will demolish the area, including most of the nearby buildings, to
make room for four high-rises – two residential blocks, one hotel and one
office tower. In the process, Central will lose its only street market and one
of its oldest and most-beloved features. (And don’t be fooled by the URA’s
attempts to spin what they’re doing – see p.8-9.)
Conservationists estimate that the government will be able to begin
the demolition within two years – maybe earlier. HK Magazine believes
this street market is too valuable a feature of Hong Kong to be torn down.

The City’s Oldest Street Market

Historian Roger Ho, director of the Conservancy Association Centre for
Heritage (CACHe) and lifelong Central resident, tells HK some of the
market’s long history.
“The market was opened in 1841, and it was originally referred to as
the ‘Chinese market’ since it was most frequently used by local Chinese.
“It is the center of the neighborhood community in Central, which
is already becoming rarer and rarer in Hong Kong. Housewives lead their
kids to do the shopping here. Shopkeepers even sometimes lend rice and
other necessary foodstuffs to their poor neighbors. It’s this kind of human
interaction that fosters a sense of belonging.
“This was especially important from 1945-1952 when refugees flooded
into the area to settle, becoming hawkers and street traders. Their presence
contributed to the rise of a local culture and formed the center of the
market culture.
“The place is also of great historical importance because Sun Yat-sen
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developed his revolutionary plan
on Pak Chi Lane just nearby.
People emphasized brotherhood
back in those times, and whenever
the police showed up in the area,
people would rush to inform
Dr. Sun, and try to hide the
revolutionaries behind the street
stalls. Throughout the years, these
special elements have also attracted
many foreign visitors to savor the
old Hong Kong lifestyle. Even
Queen Elizabeth paid a visit to this
market in 1975. It is very much a
Hong Kong feature.
“And it has special meaning for
me personally. I’ve been living in
Central my whole life. I’ve come here to buy food for dinner since I was a
kid. I still remember we all brought our own bowls with us to buy oil and
soy sauce, and we took our cups to the dai pai dong for congee. Everyone
thought it was perfectly all right to walk around the streets in pajamas.”

What Do People Think?

Roger Ho says tearing down the market is not only a simple matter
of removing a major grocery outlet. It’s more like erasing a part of the
community. “If we remove this market, obviously the collective memory
will be lost, too,” he says. “Its replacement will be a commercialized zone.”
The group most affected is, of course, the hawkers. Many of the 130
stalls are family businesses and have been for generations (see opposite).
So what does the Tourism Board say about this popular tourist
attraction scheduled to be torn down? “The Tourism Board has always
promoted the local living culture to the visitors,” says a Tourism Board
spokesperson. “There are many spots in Central showcasing exactly that
and we will continue to promote them.” But when asked what their stance
is on the fact that the Graham Street market - as a major tourist attraction
- is about to be torn down, she responds, “Don’t drill me.”
The URA has already set up an office nearby and everything seems
ready to go for redevelopment, but most of the hawkers and tenants are
still in a limbo. No one is sure about their future although one thing
is bound to happen – the Graham Street market will be gone once the
project really starts, unless we all speak up now to stop it (see p.10). n

The hawkers have their say
Mrs. Yao, 58, fruit hawker for 35 years
“It’s difficult to have any future plan now, as the
decisions are not up to us. Actually we were told
that we still have a chance to move back after the
area is redeveloped, but we have to gain approval
from the district council, the legislative council,
and worse still the residents from the newly built
upper-class residential buildings, which would be
quite impossible. Who would want an old market
here in front of their new and beautiful residential
buildings?”
Ms. Wong, 46, fishmonger for 11 years
“I think it’ll be such a pity for me if they’re destroying the market! What can
a single lady like me do? I don’t have money, and if I move somewhere else
I can’t afford the rent because they’re increasing it all the time. I’m surely
the victim! My customers have become my friends now. I don’t want them to
destroy this market, and I will definitely miss the place and the people so much.
I can hardly think of any plan after removal. I think I’ll become unemployed.”
Ms. Wong, 60, selling noodles and dumplings
for 40 years
“This is my parents’ business. I helped them out
since I was a kid and I have been working for it
ever since. I have a son who is an engineer and
a daughter who is a nurse. It’s quite obvious that
they won’t carry on with what I’m doing now. After
the market is demolished, I’ll retire as well.”
Mr. Wong, 30+, stationery shop owner for 10
years
“People always want to preserve old things, and frankly I would hate to see the
government demolish the market. But come on, they’ve even abolished the Star
Ferry – what else can’t they demolish?”
“Sister Ten", 70, vegetable and fruit hawker all her life
“It’s originally my mom’s business and I helped her out since a very small age.
This little stall has supported my family with 13 kids.”
Mrs. Tse, 66, selling sneakers and slippers for
45 years
“It’s my husband’s business. He’s done it for
50 years, and I joined him in 1962. Originally,
we started off selling candies and biscuits but
later we switched to shoes. I am very close with
my neighbors, but I won’t miss them a lot if the
market is to be demolished. The business now
is much worse than before, as the mainland
has opened up and now people buy shoes
there instead of in Hong Kong. I really hope the
government can abolish the market as soon as possible so that I can retire
earlier.“
Mr. Zhu, 40, selling stationery
“The streets were busier back then. Even at
2-3am, there were still many people walking
around or having their late supper. We even slept
on the street together because it was cooler at
night, so I am very close with my neighbors.
It’s understandable that the government wants
to redevelop this area because after all, this is
Central, the central business district in Hong
Kong. We definitely need space for new buildings
here.”
Mr. Kwan, 50, selling dried seafood for eight years
“I’m very close with my neighbors and customers, who are mostly regulars.
Sometimes the regulars will even bring their friends from the mainland to visit
my store. I don’t think there has been any direct contact with the government,
besides the fact that many media and schools visit us and ask about our
opinions and feelings toward the plan. I want to preserve this market as it’s a
classic part of Hong Kong.”
Mrs. Wong, 65, selling eggs at her stalls for 30
years
“My husband has been working for this stall for
50 years. I live a few streets away from here, and I
became really close with my neighbors, many of
which are stall-keepers here as well. I don’t want
the market to be demolished. I think it deserves
to stay.”
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Bad Marketing
Debunking the Urban Renewal spin

THE AREA WOULD BE
“REDEVELOPED”

The Urban Renewal Authority (URA) announced in February this year that
they want to "redevelop" the Peel and Graham Street market. The headlines
mostly read like this one from Singtao Daily: “URA spending $3.8 billion to
build an Old Shop Street in Central.”
It sounds like big spending for the good of the city. Many people who
heard the news heard the government’s message – the streets are old and
dirty and the URA has come to the rescue them. Heck, they’ll even spend
a little extra to “bring old Hong Kong back” by “recreating” the pre-war
street scene with a few three-storey buildings (in addition to the highrises). They even promised to build a “green corridor,” to add a touch of
nature to the area.
But is that all there is? Apparently not. Here we present the information
the URA has submitted to the Town Planning Board but rarely shown to the
public, along with our own explanation of how it will likely look.

THE URA SAYS: All the buildings
but three pre-war ones in the
area will be torn down. Four new
buildings will be built there,
linked by “a green corridor.”
URA’s brief says, “The proposed
redevelopment... will not give
rise to unacceptable visual
impact.”
THE TRUTH IS: Those four
buildings will all be high-rises
– the two residential buildings
will be 30 and 32 storeys high;
the hotel 26 storeys and the office
tower 34 storeys. Ma says the
high-rise buildings are designed
in a way so that they will not
easily be seen from the streets
– in the URA drawings, these
buildings appear translucent. The
truth is there are no translucent
buildings, and it’s pretty hard to
miss a massive high-rise.

HAWKING ACTIVITY WILL BE "PRESERVED"
THE URA SAYS: “The open market at Graham Street and Peel Street, being one
of the local features, will be retained... Hawkers’ stalls can be set up in the public
open space.” Ma explains that the new buildings will be “set back” so there will
be extra space for street stalls to line up along the streets.
THE TRUTH IS: The URA says stalls “can be” set up, but how? One
conservationist who does not want to be named, says, “If I paid a lot for a
luxurious flat there, would I want a street market stall to be in front of my
building? Would any shops want that to happen?” Paul Zimmerman raises
another concern: “The construction will take years. Will the hawkers be able
to wait that long before they can start their business in the area again?” The
market will most likely be wiped out when the construction starts. URA’s plan to
reintroduce hawking activity into the area sounds very unlikely.
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ABOVE: THE URA IMPRESSION
MAKES THE BUILDINGS LOOK
TRANSPARENT; BELOW: HOW IT
MIGHT ACTUALLY LOOK

THE URA SHOWS THE 'GREEN
CORRIDOR' FROM ABOVE.
NOT CLEARLY SHOWN: THE
UNDERGROUND CARPARK

BUILDING AN OLD SHOP STREET
THE URA SAYS: To introduce a nostalgic
vibe, the URA will preserve three prewar buildings at 26A-26C Graham Street
and build an Old Shop Street there with
other new buildings built in the same
architectural style as the three. The
façade of Wing Woo Grocery, which
is the oldest grocery store in Hong
Kong with an 80-year-old history, will
“be conserved subject to structural
engineering feasibility study, as this
building is structurally unsafe.” The URA
believes this Old Shop Street will turn
into a major tourist attraction in Hong
Kong, similar to Xintiandi and Yuyuan
Garden in Shanghai.
THE TRUTH IS: The government will
only preserve the façade of Wing Woo
Grocery if it passes a feasibility study,
and the landlord of that building has
already applied for demolition. As for
not being able to see the high-rises, it
might appear so in their drawings, but
not if they showed you the whole picture.

ABOVE: THE IMPRESSION
OF THE 'OLD SHOP STREET'
RELEASED BY URA; BELOW:
IF WE ZOOM OUT A LITTLE...
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A “GREEN CORRIDOR” WILL BE BUILT TO
BEAUTIFY THE AREA.
THE URA SAYS: A “green” walking corridor will link
the East to the West of the area, providing a rare green
area to this old neighborhood, which then improves the
area a great deal.
THE TRUTH IS: If you look at the plan carefully you’ll
notice there is actually something under that green
corridor – an underground car park. Right now, no cars
enter that area as the streets are used by the hawker
stalls. After redevelopment, cars will have access via the
intersection of Graham and Wellington. With four big
buildings being erected in the area, imagine the amount
of traffic it will attract to that intersection – let alone the
air pollution that brings with it.
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What We’ll Lose
CLOCKWISE: AN 80-YEAR-OLD
GROCERY; SCENES OF MARKET
LIFE - ALL THIS WILL BE GONE
AFTER REDVELOPMENT

Get Involved
HK Magazine has kick-started
our campaign to save the
Graham and Peel Street market
with this issue. More updates will
be coming soon.
Other groups supporting
this campaign include Heritage
Watch, Central Western District
Concern Group, Designing Hong
Kong Harbour District, Street
Market Concern Group, World
City Committee and High & Dry.
Visit our website www.
savethestreetmarket.com to
learn more and get involved.
Make sure to show your support
for the oldest existing street
market in Hong Kong by signing
the petition to save it.
We also welcome letters at
letters@asia-city.com.hk.
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